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Previous research has reported extensive difficulties in children with ASD in initiating interaction and responding to the initiations of others.2,3

The identification of such initiatives can be extremely challenging, and they can be easily missed during the flow of interaction or, misinterpreted
as being something else. By drawing from two different data sets, we show how the children’s initiatives are treated in various ways by teaching
staff. Previous research has not paid detailed attention to the immediate social context of the children’s acts but has, instead, focused solely on
the child.1,4,6 Such an approach is at risk of perceiving the acts of the child as deviant even in occasions where the ‘interactional trouble’ is not
caused by the child, and thus, reproducing the deficit model of disability.

The purpose of this poster presentation is to discuss how different research methods can be used to identify initiatives by children with ASD
during interaction with teaching staff. The ideas presented originate from two ongoing PhD projects in two countries using different methods.

Identifying the initiatives of children with ASD can have particularly powerful consequences by providing the children an experience of being heard
and of accomplishing a meaningful social act. A way of achieving this is by not having a strict definition of an ’appropriate’ initiative, but instead by
being sensitive to the acts produced by the child no matter their nature. Using multiple research methods facilitates their identification. In our data,
the adults showed various means and resources of doing so, each having specific consequences to the following interaction. By identifying
children's initiatives we could build educational interventions on the foundation of the children’s strengths instead of reproducing the deficit model
of disability.

• 13-year-old boy
• Video data
• PhD project on interaction between children with ASD and 

their adult co-participants in technology-enhanced educational
settings

• Video recordings collected from technology-enhanced
sessions organized by the CASCATE project

• The data was analyzed with the qualitative microanalytic
method of Conversation Analysis5

• The child’s initiations were treated in varying ways
• Sometimes, these acts were taken as echolalic or disturbing

speech, and as such, ignored or actively rejected
• Occasionally the adults oriented to these initiations as

meaningful acts and as having a communicative purpose
• How the child’s initiations were treated had an effect on how

the child designed his following acts
• Co-participants’ responses should be studied as they set the

context for the child’s next act
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• 15-year-old boy
• Interview transcripts
• PhD project on the meaning of music for First Nations children

in British Columbia, Canada, diagnosed with ASD

• Open ended questions and a questionnaire
• Interview was recorded and transcribed
• Transcript was then manually analyzed and coded

• The child often would run straight to the music room in the
morning and start banging on drums and other instruments

• Interpreted by the teacher as inappropriate behavior and the
child not understanding boundaries

• Alternative interpretation could be that he is interested in
playing instruments and misses the music sessions

• Important to have both knowledge about autism and the
individual
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